
Does your organization rely on third parties (contractors, vendors, suppliers, 
partners, and others) who require swift and secure remote access to your 
critical systems? Ensuring vendors and other third-party users don’t have 
broad, unrestricted access to your systems while on your network is critical 
to protecting your organization. According to an Opus Ponemon study, more 
than half of data breaches can be traced to third parties and only 16% of 
organizations say they can effectively mitigate third-party risks. 

SecZetta Third-Party Identity Risk solution +  
BeyondTrust’s Privileged Remote Access  
 
SecZetta and BeyondTrust provide a combined solution for the 360 degrees 
of coverage you need to streamline third-party processes and authorization, 
enhance visibility, and ensure least privilege access. 

SecZetta’s powerful automation allows for quick and accurate onboarding, 
offboarding, and reverification of all third-party non-employees requesting 
access to an organization’s networks and systems. 

360° Security for Third-Party Identities and 
Remote Access with BeyondTrust and SecZetta 



SecZetta creates a centralized, highly scalable repository of identity data attributes for all third-
party users requesting access. With SecZetta, organizations gain full control over the identity 
lifecycle of their entire non-employee workforce and clear visibility into the third-party user’s 
relationship and status with an organization prior to access being granted. 

BeyondTrust Privileged Remote Access is a VPN-less solution enabling granular privileged remote 
access across the enterprise for both internal and third-party users. The BeyondTrust solution 
manages and audits every remotely initiated session. By enabling a zero trust approach, the solution 
can help ensure all access is appropriate, managed, and documented—regardless of the defined 
perimeter

How the SecZetta & BeyondTrust Solutions 
Work Together
Once onboarded, a non-employee request for remote access triggers SecZetta’s simple API 
integration with BeyondTrust to automatically deliver up-to-date identity data necessary to help 
ensure accurate provisioning of access to the most granular level. 

SecZetta’s platform features intuitive, drag-and-drop configuration with flexible workflows to 
support all third-party populations and lifecycle processes. Business-line users throughout the 
organization and delegates at external organizations can collaboratively manage remote workers in 
SecZetta, while controlling privileged access to all endpoints via BeyondTrust.

With SecZetta and BeyondTrust, secure, least privilege access to desktops, points of sale, servers, 
SSH, and telnet devices is quickly achieved. Moreover, the combined SecZetta and BeyondTrust 
solution accomplishes it without the onerous administrative burden and error-prone processes 
typical of alternative non-employee lifecycle management approaches.

Key Benefits of the BeyondTrust - SecZetta Integration

• Swift onboarding, revalidation, and offboarding of all third parties

• Unique, collaborative workflows for each third-party identity

• Automated identity lifecycle processes and individual user accountability

• Control, monitor, and record access for a detailed audit trail

• Enforce a policy of least privilege access

• Policy checks, risk scoring, and approval to make informed, risk-based access decisions

• Identity and relationship changes with the organization result in immediate changes to access



BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in intelligent identity and access security, empowering organizations to protect 
identities, stop threats, and deliver dynamic access to empower and secure a work-from-anywhere world. Our integrated 
products and platform offer the industry’s most advanced privileged access management (PAM) solution, enabling 
organizations to quickly shrink their attack surface across traditional, cloud and hybrid environments. 

With a heritage of innovation and a staunch commitment to customers, BeyondTrust solutions are easy to deploy, manage, 
and scale as businesses evolve. We are trusted by 20,000 customers, including 75 of the Fortune 100, and a global partner 

network. Learn more at beyondtrust.com

SecZetta is the leading provider of third-party identity management solutions. Our solutions enable organizations to execute 
risk-based identity access and lifecycle strategies for diverse non-employee populations. Because the solution suite is 
purpose-built, it is uniquely able to manage the complex relationships organizations have with non-employees in a single, 
easy-to-use application that simultaneously helps facilitate commercial initiatives, support regulatory compliance, and 
reduce third-party risk.

Identity Security and Remote Privileged Access for the 
Modern Enterprise

• Full Identity Lifecycle Control and 
Visibility

• Streamlined and Secure Least Privilege 
Access Management

• Eliminate Cost of Operational Burdens
• Control and Monitor Remote Access

The SecZetta and BeyondTrust integrated solution enables organizations to achieve a true identity-
centric security approach that addresses two of the most dangerous security weak links—remote 
and vendor access. By enforcing least privilege and adaptive access, streamlining provisioning 
processes, and auditing all access, the combined solution also helps enable your zero trust journey.  


